Avast Internet Security 2015
Avast Internet Security 2015 delivers everything you need to protect your home network and secure online transactions from hackers.
It is our best-seller because it oﬀers the protection people need with the freedom they want. You get the most-trusted security in the world,
with more than 200 million people. Then we add the first home-network scanner to help you protect your router, printer, and network drives.
We also give you a firewall, anti-spam guards, and protection against DNS hijacking. It’s everything you need to stay totally protected.

KEY FEATURES - AVAST INTERNET SECURITY
UNIQUE FEATURES
new! HOME NETWORK SECURITY
For 2015, we’ve added something new and unique to all Avast PC security solutions
– home network security. With just one click, you can scan your network for potential
security issues to help prevent attacks on your routers and network. It’s one more way
to help you tighten your defenses at home.
new! SECURE HTTPS SCANNING
A new improvement to our trusted WebShield technology allows your Avast solution
to scan HTTPS sites for malware and threats. You can whitelist your banking sites
and bank certificates so scanning doesn’t slow your access.

improved! ANTIVIRUS AND ANTI-MALWARE
We continue to improve the world’s most-trusted antivirus and anti-malware engines
to keep you better protected. Using security updates the size of a text message,
we distribute updates several times an hour to keep you completely up-to-date.
improved! SAFEZONE
SafeZone provides an isolated, secure place for you to bank, shop, and pay bills online.
It runs in a virtual device, so malware can’t log key strokes or copy what you type.
You can whitelist your favorite banking, shopping, and financial sites so SafeZone
starts automatically when you go there. SafeZone automatically activates SecureDNS
to ensure you go to the right websites.

improved! BROWSER CLEANUP
Toolbars and search resets are not only annoying; they’re dangerous. They collect
information distributed to advertisers or anyone willing to pay for it. The Avast
Browser Cleanup removes annoying toolbars and search settings, allowing you to
choose the settings you want.

improved! SANDBOX
Sometimes you download something that you’re not sure is safe. For these instances,
Avast Sandbox lets your run an app, watch a video, or check out a website in a safe
and secure virtual environment isolated from the rest of your computer. If everything
proves safe, you can move it onto your machine; if not, your computer is safe
and you’ve risked nothing.

new! SECUREDNS PROTECTION
One of the biggest risks people face on any Wi-Fi network is DNS hijacking. This bit
of malware redirects you from the site you want to visit to one that looks like it.
You log in as usual and it captures your user name and password. We’ve solved this
problem by encrypting the traﬃc between an Avast-protected PC and our DNS server.
That way you always get where you want to go.

improved! FIREWALL
You can make your computer practically invisible to hackers with a firewall. Avast‘s
silent firewall prevents unauthorized access to your computer by hackers over
the Internet or Wi-Fi network. It works by quietly filtering the data that reaches your
computer, eliminating known threats and isolating those that seem suspicious.
All you’ll notice is that you don’t get hacked.

BETTER PROTECTION

BETTER CONVENIENCE

unique! 200 MILLION+ STRONG
More than 200 million people around the world trust Avast for their security than any
other company. That means better security for all of us. The reason is simple: we see
and react to more data from more users, so we can make your protection better.

new! SMART SCAN TECHNOLOGY
With just one click, you can now scan for hacker threats, software that needs to be
updated, your home network security, and your PC‘s operating status. Run one scan
to see how your PC, router, and other software are doing.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
PC:
Processor Pentium 3, 128 MB RAM,
1 GB of free hard disk space
Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1
(32/64 bit)

WINDOWS 8 CERTIFIED
Avast 2015 is certified as Windows 8
and 8.1 compatible.

improved! SOFTWARE UPDATER
Hackers love to exploit old software that they’ve had a chance to penetrate.
It’s actually one of the weakest links in most people’s security. With Software
Updater, your most important software is automatically made current for each
patch or update – regardless who it’s from.

OTHER FEATURES
improved! MY AVAST INTEGRATION
Control and manage all protected devices on your My Avast Account directly from
within the Avast product console. From here you can add devices, add special
features, and check the status of all your devices. You can also score points toward
badges, free products, and upgrades by recruiting friends and using the product.
SUPPORT
Our online support is available for paying customers directly from the GUI program.
Send us your question, and we’ll get back to you with a solution as fast as we can. If
you would prefer to talk to someone, we have a paid phone support option staﬀed by
people who can fix just about anything.
LOCAL AVAST PARTNER
For full product details, please visit: www.avast.com
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